
Be BRAVE and honour the person that you are meant to be.  If life
ended today, what would you regret not having done?  Recognise
the freedom that you have to live true to yourself. Identify what is
holding you back and get those roadblocks out of the way.

FROM  THOSE  WHO  HAVE  GONE  BEFORE  US

5 key principals of a Well Lived Life

One
STIR THE COURAGE
TO BE TRUE TO
YOURSELF 

It is easy to get stuck on the treadmill of life (work, home, sleep,
repeat). Don't wait for a tomorrow that will never come to start
living your life.  Engage in the moments. In your child's laugh, in a
day out, in a nice meal... a happy life comes from enjoying the small
details in every day.

Two
SIMPLIFY YOUR
LIFE AND LIVE
MINDFULLY 

Learn the art of expressing your emotions - we often hold onto hurt
and regrets because we are afraid of how our honesty will hurt
others.  A Well Lived Life demands authenticity which means
getting comfortable with expressing your true emotions.

Three
EXPRESS
YOURSELF

Humans are social creatures. Studies have shown that we need that
social connection to make our brains happy.  It can be hard keeping
in touch with friends, we get it, but it's also a key ingredient to
happiness.

Four

MAKE AN EFFORT
TO CONNECT

At the end of it all we have a choice to be happy and move forward
or to stay stuck in old patterns and habits that no longer serve us.
What will you choose? 

Five

ALLOW HAPPINESS
TO BLOSSOM

The Well Lived Life Co.
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Get in touch to find out how we can help you build your Well Lived Life. It's hard

doing it on your own, and you don't have to! DM @thewelllivedlifeco

www.thewelllivedlife.com.au

Information adapted by Vanessa Kmet from the research of Bronnie Ware into the last regrets of the dying.


